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Outline of talk

• Why do we need to save the ocean?

• Three things we need to abandon in 

order to save the ocean;

• Concluding comments. 



Ocean Environment

Humans & Economy

Interdisciplinary ocean economist: 

acutely aware of  the environment-

economy connection

Interdisciplinarity; Integration, Partnership; Co-creation of knowledge



It is policy-relevant, I not just a 

theoretical economist

US Congress

UN, New York



Why we need to save the Ocean



‘Overtaking’ & ‘overpolluting’       Vanishing  Fish
Pauly et al. 1998; Jackson et al. 2001, Halpern et al. 2008; Abbott & Sumaila  2019



Ocean biodiversity loss has serious 

human consequences



www.thehindu.com

Infinity Fish
Economics and the Future of Fish and Fisheries

Sumaila, U.R. 

(2021). Infinity 

fish: Economics 

and the future of 

fish and fisheries. 
Elsevier-Associated Press.

“Fish is more 

valuable than 

diamond!!”

Pass on a healthy ocean teeming with life to our children and 

grandchildren so they too can have the option to do the same. 



To save the ocean (and ourselves) we 

must abandon the notion that we have 

to take “Everything Everywhere All at 

Once”!!



NOT All at Once: Intergenerational justice



Interesting quote from a 

controversial person

Present Future

Future benefits from today’s perspective

Value

“Egoism is the law of perspectives as it applies to feelings

according to which what is closest to us appears to be large and

weighty, while size and weight decrease with our distance

from things” (attributed to Nietzsche, 1844-1900).

Discounting in economics



Flow of 1 unit of benefit in current and 

discounted value (net present value – NPV) 
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NPV accruing to each of 5 generations 

within 100 yrs.

Conventional discounting 
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NPV accruing to each of 5 generations 

within 100 yrs.

Resetting the discounting clock
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Harvest profile
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Sumaila (2004): Fish and Fisheries

Application of intergenerational discounting: 

Rebuilding overfished stocks

To restore or not to restore?
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NOT Everything: Biodiversity justice



Don’t fish orphans of the ocean
• Usually live long and grow very slowly;

• These species, for the most part, are impossible 

to fish sustainably; 

• From the private perspective, it is rational to mine them out 

(Clark 1973; Norse et al. 2012).



Avoid deep sea mining (DSM) 

• DSM extracts minerals including rare earth resources 

from the sea floor; 

• Supporters claim that DSM is necessary for batteries 

and electronic infrastructure; 

• Opponents argue that the environmental impacts of 

mining are too destructive;

• My concern: Lack of knowledge + truncated valuation.



NOT Everywhere: 
Biodiversity, economic, climate 

& social justice



`The depletion of fish stocks in the 

high seas can influence the availability 

of fish to coastal fleets.

There is one global ocean

Exclusive economic zones (light blue) and high seas (dark blue)



Catches in EEZs versus the high seas
• Only ~1.5% fish species are exclusively high seas 

(“Orphans of the ocean”);

• Less than 1% of global catch and landed value are from 

orphans of the ocean;

• A few rich fishing nations capture~70% of fish revenues;

• High seas fisheries are relatively badly managed.

Catch Landed value

Rogers, Sumaila et al. (2014) Global Ocean Commission Report.



High seas EEZ

White & Costello (2014) Sumaila et al. (2015) 

Close high seas (Fish 

bank for the world)

Rogers, Sumaila et al. (2014) 



“Not Everything Not Everywhere

Not All at Once”!!



We’ll tackle threats to our ocean





Make illegal fishing uneconomic

Sumaila et al. (2006): Marine Policy 

Number of incriminated vessels fishing 

illegally between 1980 and 2003



Buy insurance by protecting a sizable 

portion of the ocean 
(e.g., Clark 1996; Sumaila 1998; UN High Seas Treaty 2023)



GEF, Fisheries management & Infinity Fish  



Thanks to STAP and the GEF for 

inviting me – great honour!

Thanks to you all for your 

attention!

@DrRashidSumaila
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